and relies on the comprehensive
knowledge of MULTIPOND to expand its
production capacity
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FARMER´S SNACK
HAS AMBITIOUS PLANS

FARMER‘S SNACK
Young, passionate and ambitious – these are the attributes that have set the Farmer‘s
Snack company apart since it was established in 1971. Innovative product development
has always been at the „heart“ of the company and is reflected today in its high-quality
products. This technology almost exclusively benefits product quality and represents the
uncompromising recipe of the company‘s success. The production facility, which re-opened
in 2011, will now raise the quality benchmark even higher. The company has around 130
employees in total. Its immense success and growth target of more than 20 percent mean
the production facility has to be expanded even further.

A

s a result, two additional MP
20-1000-400-H-S5 MULTIPOND
multihead weighers have recently
been purchased. The purpose of
the acquisition was to be able to
guarantee precise ratios for nut and
dried fruit mixtures.
The decision to purchase two
MULTIPOND weighers is due to the
company‘s extensive experience in
the nuts & dried fruit sector, as well
as the technical benefits it offers.
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As well as being able to guarantee
the mixing ratios, MULTIPOND offered impressively simple cleanability and extremely low maintenance.
A MULTIPOND multihead weigher
that had been installed over 20
years ago and still going strong,
simply made Farmer‘s Snack more
convinced about the reliability and
durability of the machines. „We
have never had any problems with
the machine, it runs just as well
now as it did on the first day,“ says

Boie Karstens, Managing Director
for the Technology Section.
On both lines, mixtures containing
up to three ingredients are weighed
and packed by a fully-automated
process. The product range spans
from various sorts of nuts to very
sticky dried fruits. With a nominal
target weight of 60 g to 250 g, up
to 90 bags per minute are weighed
and packed. The giveaway here is
kept to an absolute minimum of

less than 0.1 g.
The three different products are
fed to the weighing system via
MULTIPOND vibration channels.
Once they have arrived on top of the
weigher, the products are first conveyed to the prefeed hoppers by
the radially positioned feed trays,
and then to the weigh hoppers underneath. The system operates based on the principle of combining
partial portions. After the weighing
process, the partial portion is deposited via specially-developed
swiveling funnels into the memory
hopper underneath. The use of the
memory hoppers greatly increases
the number of possible combinations and ultimately provides the
basis for maximum accuracy and
speed. Using the partial portions,
a computer determines the best
combination to achieve or come
closest to the targeted weight.
The finished precisely-weighed
portions are finally delivered to
the timing hopper, which delivers
them to the downstream packaging machine. One system runs in
combination with a conventional
form fill seal machine, while the second one operates in combination
with a Doy-Pack bag machine.

Depending on the season, the
systems run in two or three shift
operations and process around
20 tons of product per day. The
two MULTIPOND weighers weigh
up to 40 different recipes. As Boie
Karstens emphasizes: „The short
conversion and cleaning times of
the two multihead weighers play a
key role here, especially since you
simply switch on the weighers and
they run without a problem.“

„MULTIPOND‘s tremendous wealth of experience made a significant
contribution to the optimal design of the overall
lines.“
Boie Karstens, Managing Director for
the Technology Section

The two multihead weighers are
controlled and operated using a
convenient color touchscreen monitor. Boie Karstens adds: „One
of the most important criteria for
us was a fast and easy to operate
weighing system. Our employees
quickly became familiar with the
handling and operation of the machines.“
Boie Karstens also appears to be extremely pleased with the cooperation with MULTIPOND: „MULTIPOND
supported the project from the
very start, and provided us with
valuable help and advice. The company achieved everything required
in the planning of all interfaces.
MULTIPOND‘s tremendous wealth
of experience made a significant
contribution to the optimal design
of the overall lines.“

All product-carrying parts can
be removed quickly and without
tools, and have been precisely
matched to the requirements of
the products to be weighed in order to ensure a perfect product
flow. The extremely sticky dried
fruits in particular were instrumental in the machine‘s design.
FARMER´S SNACK
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ENGINEERED AND
MANUFACTURED
IN GERMANY
MULTIPOND has been an owner-managed
company since the very beginning. Drawing
on more than 70 years‘ experience in industrial weighing technology, we are a pioneer in
this sector. Our success is based on the high
quality and excellent technical standard of our
weighing systems. We consciously commit to
a high level of vertical integration, as well as
production exclusively in Germany. We have
made the topic of customer orientation our
corporate maxim. A team of more than 300 employees work worldwide to offer our customers
from the food and non-food sectors optimized,
unique solutions, tailored exactly to their requirements at all times. Sales, project planning
and service are handled by the headquarters
in Germany, and by the four subsidiaries in
France, the Netherlands, UK and the USA, and
by a worldwide network of agents.

www.multipond.com

MULTIPOND Wägetechnik GmbH

MULTIPOND s.a.r.l.

MULTIPOND Benelux B.V.

MULTIPOND Ltd.

MULTIPOND America Inc.

Traunreuter Straße 2-4
D-84478 Waldkraiburg
Germany
Tel:
+49 8638 961-0
Fax:
+49 8638 961-111
E-Mail: info@multipond.com

ZAC du Bois de la Noue
F-44360 Saint Etienne de Montluc
France
Tel:
+33 2405 7301-0
Fax:
+33 2405 7301-7
E-Mail: info@multipond.fr

Boven Zijde 10
NL-5626 EB Eindhoven
The Netherlands
Tel:
+31 40 262809-0
Fax:
+31 40 262809-9
E-Mail: info@multipond.nl

Unit 1, High Wycombe Business Park,
Genoa Way, High Wycombe, HP11 1NY
United Kingdom
Tel:
+44 1494 471-580
Fax:
+44 1494 533-487
E-Mail: info@multipond.co.uk

2301 Hutson Road
Green Bay, WI 54303
United States of America
Tel:
+1 920 4908-249
Fax:
+1 920 4908-482
E-Mail: sales-us@multipond.com

